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Reg. !tJo" :

Name :

second sernester M.Sc. Degree (supplementary) Examination, March 20'17

PHYSICS
(2013 and Earlier Admn')

PH 203 : Solid State PhYsics

Time : 3 Hours Max' Marks : '50

PART-A

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 10 marks'

1. Derive the dispersion relation for a one dimensional aiomic crystal. Discuss the

nature of acoustic and optical modes. Sihow that the group velocity vanishes at

zone boundary.

2. Derive the expression for density of states of free electron gas in three dimensiotrs'

3. What is single particle tunneling ? DiscLrss d.c. and a'c' Josephson's effects and

explain their imPortance.

4, Give an accouni for the quantum thebry of paramagnetism. Discuss the magn€rtic
(2x10=1!0)behaviour of rare eafllh ions.

PART_ B

Answerany five questic,ns. Each question carries 3 marks'

1. State why we cannot use visible light for Bragg reflection'

2. Obtain the expresslon for denSity of states in one dimension'

3. Briefly explain the origin of energy gaps on the basis of nearly free electron

model.

4. Explain donors and acceptors with exarnples.

5. Briefly explain Londorr penetratiofl deptl'l'

6. Briefly explain the process of cooling by isentropic demagnetization'

7. Briefly explain top-down approach with an example. what is its disadvantager ?

8. Explain how particle size is determined using XRD' (5x3=15)
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PART - C
Answer any three questions" Each question carries 5 marks.
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1. Determrne the reciprocal lattice vectsrsi which define the Brillouin zones of bicc

lattice,

2. Gold has the same structure as copper. The velocity of sound in gold is 2100 ms-'l

and that in copper is 3800 ms-1. lf the Debye temperature of copper is 348 K,

determine the Debye ternperature of gc,ld. The densities of golcJ and copper are

1.g3 x 10a kgrn-s and BgO0 kEm-3 their iatomic weights are 197.0 and 63.54 alnu

respectivelY.

3. lf a clust pafiicle of one micrograrn requires to cross a distance of which is the

separation between tv,io rigid walls of tfre potential, determine the quantum numi:er

described bY this motion

4. Estimate the intrinsic cr:herence length icf aluminium if the size of the energy elap

is 3.4 x 10a eV, v, == 2.O2 x 106 rns-1 ,

5, Conside!.an atom with L=Zand 0 spin angular rnomentum placed in a uniform

magnetic induction ol'P-Wbm-2. Catculate the rate of precession of the resultiant

ma[netic mornent. (3x5=t 5)


